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A THEORETICAL UODEL OF GLACIAL ABRASION 

By BERNARD HALLET 
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ABSTRACT. Preliminary results of a quantitative model of glacial abrasion are presented. The analysis, which is constructed within a framework of modern glaciological views of processes near to the bed, is aimed at modeling abrasion under a temperate glacier whose basal layers contain only occasional rock fragm ents. It does not simulate abrasion by debris-rich ice or by subglacial drift. Calculations of abrasion-rates reduce to evaluations of the forces press ing rock fragments against the glacier bed and of the rates at which they are moved along the bed. The estimated viscous drag induced by ice flow toward the bed due to basal melting is generally the dominant contribution to this contact force. Although the analysis shares several important elements with the pioneering study of Boulton ([" 1974] ), sufficient fundamental differences in the modeling lead to distinctly different conclusions. Several new results are noteworthy: ( I ) other parameters being equal, abrasion will tend to be fastest where basa l melting is most rapid, (2) glacier thickness does not affect abrasion through its influence on basal pressures, and (3) lodgement of rock fragments is only possible if the sliding velocity is very low, equivalent to the nite of basal melting. 
R ESUME. U" lIlodete theorique de l'abrasion glaciaire. On presente les resultats preliminaires d ' un modeie quantitatif de l'abrasion glaciairc. L'analyse, qui est conduit dans le cadre des perspectives glaciologiques modernes sur les phenomenes au voisinage du lit, a pour but de modeliser l'abrasion sous un glacier tempere dont les niveaux de base ne con tiennent qu'occasionnellement d es fragments rocheux. Il ne si mule pas l' abrasion par une glace riche en materiaux mineraux ou par l' entrainement sous-glaciaire. Les calculs d e vitesses d'abrasion se reduisent a des estimations des forces qui pressent les fragments d e rocher contre le lit du glacier et de la vitesse avec laquelle ces fragm ents sont deplaces le long du lit. L'estimation de la trainee , 'isqueuse provoquee par le cOUl'a nt de glace vel's le lit en raison d e la fusion a la base constitue en general le fact eur d om inant a eette force de contact Bien que l'analyse distingue plusieurs elem ents importants avec I'etude pionniere de Boulton ([cI974] ), des differences fond a m entales suffisan tes dans la modelisation conduisent a (k s conclusions distinctement differentes. Plusieurs resultats nouveaux valent d 'etre notes: ( I ) a egalite cb a utre, para metres, I'abrasion tendra a etre la plus rapide lorsque la fusion a la base sera la plus acti ve, (2) I'epa iss('ur du glacier n 'affecte pas I'abras ion par l' intermediaire de son influence sur les prl'ssions a la base, et U) le depot d'un fragme nt de roche n'cs t poss ible qui si la vitesse de glissement est tres faibk, eq ui,'a l{'nte a la vitesse de la fusion a la basc, 
ZUSA~IM ENFASSUNG , },,';II theoret;schfJ ,Hut/ell der gl(/~;(/ lrll .. I bWS;1I1I , Es wcrden vorlaufigc Ergebnisse cincs quantitati''ell l'vlodells dcr glaziakn ,\brasion , 'orgekgt. Di,' Anal yse, die sich im Rahmen modern er glaziologischl'r :\nsicht en libn die \ 'organgc nahe am lJntergrund ha lt , zielt auf die Modellierung der ,\bras ioll untcr cinem temperintl'll Glctschcr , dessen untcrste Schicht en nul' gelegentlich FelsstUcke ('nt h" lt"n ; ('s silllulicrl nicht die Abrasion durch schultreiches Eis od('l" subglazialen Schutt . Berechnungen "O il ,\bras inllsrat l'1l beschriin k"n sich auf die ,\uswenullg tilT Kra fte , die Felspanikel gegen das Felsbett anprt'sscn, ulld elt- r Geschwindigk t'it . mit d t'nclI sic ublT clas Belt bewcgt wcrdcn. pie geschatzte viskose Schlcppkraft , ht' l"\"orgcrukn tlurch den EisHuss gcgcn das Bel( inio lge \"o n Schmclz,'organgen am Untergrund, ist im a llgemcincll der wichtigstl' Beitrag zu diesl'l" Kontaktkraft. Obwohl dieses Modell einige wichtige Elcnwntl' ll1it der grundkgcndcn Studie , 'on Boulton (["t97-tJ) gemeinsa m ha t, fuhre n wcsentliche Unterschiedc ill1 :-'Ioddlaufbau zu erheblirh 'Trschicdencn Folgcrungen. Einige neue Ergebnisse ersch cinen b"mcrkenswcrt: ( I ) Blcibc n a ndcrc Para meter ul1\"C riindlTt , so nrc icht die Abrasion ihre Hochstwerte dort, wo das Schmclzl'n am Un tergrund am sehndlstcn \"or sich geht ; ( ~ ) Die Glctscherdi cke wirkt sich auf die .'\bras ion trotz ihrcs EinHusscs a uf dCIl Druck am Untergrund ni cht aus; (3) Die ,-\nha ufung von Felsstiicken ist nur ll1oglich, wenll die Clcitgesrhwindigkeit s('hr ni cd rig ist , c ntsprcch('nd del' Geschwindigkeit des Schnwl zens a m U ntergrund, 

I NTROD UCTIO l\: 

Erosion by glaciers is conventionally a ttributed to at least three basic mechanisms: abrasion, quarrying, and subglacial fluvial ac tivity . For glaciers in calcareous terrains, subglacial dissolution of the bed is also a significant erosive mechanism, which often leaves a clearer imprint on the glacier bed than abrasion (Hallet , 1976). There are numerous discussions of the relative importance of these erosional mechanisms in the literature (for summary see Flint, [CI97I] ; Andrews, [CI975] ; Vivian, 1975), but they all suffer from a lack of experimental data. 
A fundamental understanding of the mechanics of glacial abrasion is essential for the study of erosion by glaciers. The intent of this paper is to present preliminary results of a quantita-
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tive model o[ glacial abrasion constructed in the context of modern glaciological views o[ 

processes occurring close to the bed. This model shares seve ra l important elements with the 

pioneering a nd comprehensive study made b y Boulton ([CI974] )' He discusses the principal 

facets of g lacial erosion and presents observations and theoretical considerations of the 

abrasion process and its dependence on the size distribution of debris in basal ice . In the 

present paper, a more complete view is deve loped of abrasion by single particles lodged in the 

ice ; I arrive at quite different conclusions because there are fundamenta l differences in the 

modeling, particularl y in the evalua tion of for ces between rock fragments a nd the glacier bed. 

This analysis models the a brasion under temperate glaciers. with basal layers which contain 

only occasional rock fragments, as is often observed in subglac ial cavit ies a nd as is refl ected by 

the common scarcity of debris on extensive rock surfaces exposed by glacial retreat. There 

are, however , numerous examples of glacie rs with considerable debris in basal ice (Boulton , 

[CI974] ) and even with a subglacial drift (Kamb and others, 1979); the model does not 

simula te abrasion by such g laciers because it neglects particle in teracti ons and the effect o[ 

debris on sliding. 
It has long becn recognized that glac ial abras ion is due to rock fragments forced agai nst , 

and dragged a long, the glac ier bed by sliding ice. The rate of abrasion depends primarily 

on the effective force with which individual fragments are pressed against the bed , the flux of 

fragments over the bed , and the relat ive ha rdness of rocks in the ice and of the bed . In the 

model presented here, the rat e of abrasion is taken to be proportional to the flux of rock 

particles that make contact with the bed, a nd to the particle- bed contact forces. Effects of 

relative rock hardnesses and the geome try o f' con tac t a reas are incorporated in an effective 

constant o[ proportionality which is to be determined empiricall y. The analysis yields 

es tima tes of the rate of abrasion for a g lacier bed of a rbitra ry, but low, roughness by rock 

fragmen ts of a particu lar size . The more reali sti c case, in which rock fragments which vary 

widely in size abrade the bed , could be mode led by considering the effective abrasion-rate 

due to each na rrow size range of part icles a nd by sum ming the individua l ra tes to obtain a 

total as in .the study of Boulton ([C I 974] ) . The interdependence of the concentration of frag

ments draggi ng on the bed and the ra te of basal sliding a nd , hence, the rate of abrasion wi ll be 

discussed in a subsequen t pa per. 

In the abrasion process, stria ti ons are formed by the mot ion of rock asperities tha t locally 

deform and fracture the rock of the glacier bed and remove the debris . The deformation and 

fracture of rock requires large stress differences between the contact point and areas im

mediately a djacent to it. Where abrasion occurs, rock fragments a re likely to be completely 

enveloped by pressurized ice or water except where they contact the bed . This implies that 

the basal pressure does no t a ffect the stress differences which a re important in the striation 

process, because it contributes equa l stresses to con tact a reas and to the a dj acent zones. T he 

effective force of contact is then independent of basa l pressure and, hence, of the glacier 

thickness; it is on ly dependent on the buoyant weigh~ of rock pa rticles and on the viscous 

drag induced by ice flow towards the g lacier bed due to basal melting and longitudina l 

straining of basal ice. For particu lar rock types and concentrations of rock particles in 

the ice, calcula tions of the abras ion-rates reduce to evalu a tions of the effect ive force pressing 

particles against the bed a nd of the pa rticl e velocit y. These assumptions render this mod el 

markedly different from and considerably more rea list ic than the a na lysis of Boulton 

([CI974] ) ' 
After a brief introduction to the quantitative characterization of glacia l abrasion, the 

analysis presented here proceeds from an evaluation of the contact force be tween rock frag

ments and the glacier bed to an estimate o[ the rate at which rock fragments a re transported 

along the bed , and then to an expression [or the ra te o[ a brasion . Finally, the abrasion o[ a 

simple sinusoidal bed is discussed to shed lig ht on the relative rates at which bed irregularities 

of differen t sizes would disappear under sustained abrasion . 
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QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF GLACIAL ABRASION 

The rate of abrasion of the bed depends on the flux of particles in contact with the bed, 
on the force with which rock particles press against the bed, and on the relative hardness of 
the bed and the abrasive particles. Therefore, the simplest general expression for the rate of 
abrasion A of any portion of the bed, is 

A = IXDFn, 

where IX and n are empirical constants, D is the number of particles dragging along the bed 
per unit time and unit length perpendicular to the ice flow direction, and F is the effective 
force pressing particles against the bed. Simple experiments to simulate the abrasion of a 
rock surface by single rock fragments suggest that Equation (I), which is similar to that used by 
Boulton ([CI974]) , is valid. These, and similar experiments, can provide numerical values for 
IX and n that depend on the hardnesses, and hence on the lithologies of the striator and the rock 
which is being striated, and on the shape of the striator point. Reliable and realistic values of 
these constants are, however, difficult to determine empirically because the experimental 
results are likely to depend sensitively on the experimental apparatus. Rock-to-rock friction 
experiments designed to study faulting (e.g. Dieterich, 1972), show that accumulations and 
sudden releases of stress, which are responsible for the stick-slip behavior, are sensitively 
dependent on the effective stiffness of the apparatus as well as on the pressure, temperature, 
and rates of displacement. Because such behavior is probably related to the fracturing, 
chipping, and gouging of striated rocks, realistic experiments to simulate abrasion should be 
conducted under .conditions representative of those at the glacier bed, using fragments 
embedded in temperate ice moving at reasonable rates. A few experiments of this type have 
been conducted by Boulton ([CI974] ) in subglacial cavities and have yielded very interesting 
data on rates of abrasion. More such experiments ought to be conducted in a variety of 
subglacial situations, and special care ought to be given to determining the force with which 
particles press against the bed. The results of Mathews ( 1979) will be difficult to apply to 
actual abrasion by temperate glaciers because his experiments were conducted at temperatures 
well below zero, the sliding velocities were very high, and the confining pressures were low. 

The particle flux D is the product of the particle velocity Vp and the number of rock 
asperities protruding from the basal ice per unit area of the glacier sole, a measure of the rock 
concentration Cr. Thus, the average thickness of rock removed by abrasion per unit time can 
be expressed as 

All parameters in this expression are, in general, functions of position along the bed. In the 
analysis, expressions for Vp and F will be obtained for particles of specific sizes. The abrasion
rate due to each particle-size fraction can be obtained using the surface concentration of 
particles of that size range. The total abrasion-rate can then be obtained by summing 
individual rates. 

CONTACT FORCE BETWEEN FRAGMENTS AND THE GLACIER BED 

The density difference between rocks and ice leads to a downward force on rock fragments 
equal to their buoyant weights. Basal melting, as well as longitudinal extension of basal ice, 
causes the ice to flow toward the bed, thereby moving fragments to the ice-rock interface and 
forcing them against the bed. An effective viscous drag is exerted on these particles as tem
perate ice moves around them by deformation and regelation. Where basal freezing occurs 
along lee surfaces, the ice flows away from the bed and decreases the force pressing particles 
against the bed; it could also lift particles from the ice- rock interface. . 

The drag on a particle, as temperate ice moves around it by regelation as well as by 
deformation, is analogous to the drag on a sphere moving slowly through temperate ice, a 
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problem studied by W a tts (unpublished). He shows that the drag force per unit cross-sectional 
area ii on a rigid isolated sphere forced through temperate ice, with Newtonian viscosity, is 

_ 47JRvr 
a = (R.z+flZ ) , 

where 7J is the effective viscosity of the ice, Vr is the velocity of the particle relative to the ice, 
R is the ra dius of the spherical particle, and R. is a para m eter , analogous to the transition 
wavelength in the bed-slip theory, which is referred to as the critical ra dius a t which the 
drag per cross-sectional area is greatest. The motions of sm a ller and larger spheres through 
temperate ice are made easier by melting- regelation and viscous deformat ion, respectively. 
For rock particles, R. is typica lly abou t 1 I cm (vVatts, unpubli shed ). It is noteworthy that the 
drag expression reduces to 47T7JRvr for a la rge sphere when regelation is ineffec ti ve (R.2 ~ R2 ). 
Stokes ' law for the viscous drag on a slowly moving sphere yields a similar result , but 1 i 
times as large because, unlike the tempera te -ice case. a no-slip boundary condition is imposed 
on the sphere surface. 

T he evalua ti on of the fo rce exerted on a part icle against the glacier bed as ice fluws 
toward the bed is a problem which is si mil a r to , but much more complica ted than , that of 
drag on a n isolated particle forced throug h a n infinite body of tempera te ice . Morris ( 1979 ) 
recentl y showed that the ana logous problem of the motion of a rigid cy linde r near a rigid 
bounda ry thmugh tempera te ice cannot be solved with the boundary conditi o ns conventionall y 
used in g lac ier sliding and o ther rege la tion pmblems . Moreover, addition a l complica ti ons 
arise near to the bed because ice flow a round pa rt icles is a ffec ted by steep velocity grad ient s 
associa ted with ac ti ve sliding over a roug h bed , the irregul a r sha pe of rock fragmen ts in basal 
ice, a nd the likelihood of thei r being in close l)I'oximi ty to , and hence int erfe ring wi th, other 
rocks. :\evertheless , it appears reasonable to ass ume. as a first a pprox ima ti on , that for basa l 
ice with a fairly low debris concentrat ion , the drag on a fragm ent at the glac ier bed will be of 
the same o rder of magnitude as that on an isola ted fi'agmen t forced th rou g h tempera te ice 
with a velocity equa l to the mean ve loc it y a rou nd the fragment in basa l ice. Making thi s 
approximation , the viscous drag on particles at the glacier bed can be expressed b y Equation (3). 

More refined calculations d o not seem warrant ed , especia ll y in view of the fac t tha t even 
(or the simplest problem involvi ng regela tion- the motion of wires (orced through temperate 
ice- the drag predi cted by the same theory that leads to Eq ua tion (:3) can diffe r grea tl y from 
observed values (Drake and Shreve, 1973)' 

Using Equation (3), the force wi th w hi c h a rock fragment presses against the bed can be 
approxima ted as 

The fragment is taken to be equivalent to a sphere of radius R, pr and Pi a re the densities o f 
rock and ice, g is the gravi tational acceleration , Vn is the velocity component of the ice norma l 

;Z'W 
~,u --- .z. -- --8 

Fig. I . Coordinate systelll . III a vertical crass-sectioll parallel to the ice flow, the gently-ulldulating glacier bed slopes dowll-vall~l' 
at a 1IIf{1II {lIIglr q, frolll the horizolltal. 
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to the bed (posltlve toward the bed ). The coordinate system used in these calculations is 
shown in Figure I . The local down-glacier inclination of the bed e depends on its overall 
slope 4> averaged over tens of meters , as well as on the local slope y, which is equal to 
tan- I dz/dx, of the rough surface. e can be characterized as 

dz 
e = 4>-y = </>-tan-I dx' (5) 

where « x) is the two-dimensional glacier bed profile. The first term in Equation (4) repre
sents the buoyant weight of the fragment and the second is the approximate force contribution 
due to ice flowing toward the bed with a velocity Vn. The ice velocity normal to the bed can 
be expressed as 

Vn = wre+wo+ws, (6) 
where Wre, Wo, and Ws are the normal velocity components due respectively to regelation 
sliding, uniform melting (resulting from geothermal heating and sliding friction) , and 
longitudinal straining. Assuming that, for ice with low debris content, glacier sliding is not 
appreciably affected by the rock fragments in the ice, Wre can be expressed in terms of the 
velocity components parallel to and perpendicular to the overall trend of bed, u and w, ' as 
obtained in glacier-sliding theories. In terms of the formulation due to Nye (1969), 

Wre = -w cos y + u sin y, (7) 

where y is the deviation of the local bed slope from the overall trend of the glacier bed. 
Geothermal heating and sliding friction are assumed to cause fairly uniform melting of the basal 
ice ; reasonable estimates of the resulting melting-rate are on the order of 10 to 100 mm a-I 
for normal glaciers (Weertman, 1969). 

In addition to the plastic deformation associated directly with glacier sliding, basal ice 
may, in general, be straining on a large scale. The mean convergence rate of ice toward the 
bed due to large-scale uniform longitudinal extension of basal ice is 

dU 
Ws = L- cos y 

dx 
(8) 

(assuming that the ice is incompressible and that the deformation is two dimensional ), U is 
the mean sliding velocity and L is the distance from the bed . For this abrasion problem a 
suitable L is on the order of the radius of the abrading fragments. 

PARTICLE VELOCITY 

A particle embedded in basal ice will move when the viscous drag due to ice flowing past 
the particle at a velocity Vr together with the down-slope component of the buoyant weight 
exceeds the resistive frictional drag due to the fragments rub.bing against the bed, that is, 
when 

(9) 

where J.L is the effective coefficient of friction . Once in motion a rock fragment will ·tend to 
move at a rate vp such that the equality in Equation (9) is satisfied ; the viscous forces urging 
the particle forward will then be exactly compensated by the frictional drag of the particle on 
the bed. The velocity component of the ice tangential to the bed is 

Vt = u+ w sin y. 

The following equation for the particle velocity is derived from Equation (9), noting that 

(11 ) 
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A general expression for the abrasion-rate can be obtained using Equations (2), (4 ), and 
(11) together with values of the ice velocity components locally tangential and normal to the 
bed, Vt and Vn respectively. These can be readily obtained using Nye's bed-slip theory and 
Equations (6), (7), (8) , and (10). Consider a temperate glacier sliding over an arbi trary bed 
whose profile parallel to the ice flow is defined as 

'" 
z (x) = E .2 an sin nkox, 

n = 1 

where E is a dimensionless number much smaller than one which is used to ensure that the 
roughness of the bed is sufficiently low for the theory to be valid, an are the Fourier amplitudes 

. of the bed harmonics , and ko is the wave number. Assuming a Newtonian viscosity for the ice, 
the velocity component in the x direction, parallel to the overall trend of the bed is to first 
order (Nye, 1969, p. 454) 

n = 1 

where U is the mean sliding velocity. The velocity away from the bed , the z component, is 

W = EU .2 anf3n (nkoH 1 + nkoz) exp (-nkoz) cos nkox, 

11 = 1 

where 

f3n = k ... 2+ (nkO) 2 ' 

k ... being the transition wave number, a fundamental material constant whose value is charac
teristicallyaround IQ m - I using a value for the effective viscosity of the ice of 105 Pa a ( I bar a). 

In as much as the ice velocities vary with distance from the bed, the rate of ice flow around 
particles will not be uniform. A formal treatment of the drag on a particle as straining 
temperate ice moves past it does not, however, seem warranted. Instead, as a first approxima
tion, the viscous drag is considered as equivalent to that due to ice flow with uniform velocity 
past a spherical inclusion, using a representative value of the ice velocity averaged over an 
ice thickness equal to the particle diameter. It is more convenient, however, to evaluate 
simply u and w at Z = R, rather than to use the spatial average i.e . 

oR oR 

W = 4~2 f f w (x, z) dx dz, 
o 0 

but this could be done with little difficulty in the numerical model, discussed later. 
The concentration of particles in the ice Cr as a function of position along the bed is not 

known. However, on intuitive grounds, it is expected to be highest where the flow of debris
laden ice toward the bed is fastest. One could, therefore, postulate that 

where Co is the average debris concentration at the glacier sole and C is a proportionality 
constant dependent, in part, on the volumetric concentration of particles in the basal ice. 

As can be seen from Equation ( I I) , an increase in the contact force F reduces the velocity 
Vp of abrading particles . In fact , given a sufficiently large F, particles would be lodged against 
the bed, abrasion could cease, and rock debris would be deposited on the bed. Therefore, as 
was clearly recognized by Boulton ([cI974]), abrasion-rates cannot be assumed to increase 
monotonically with increasing particle-bed contact forces. 
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The fl ow of ice toward the bed pressing rock fragments against the bed is generally the 
most important fac tor controlling the contact force. Figure 2 shows the relative magnitude 
of each of the components contributing to the contac t force. Except for 'abrading rock frag
m ents exceeding 0. 2 m in diameter , the viscous-drag contribution is greate r than the contribu
tion due to the buoyant weight of fragments and basa l pressures, even for very modest values 
of the normal velocity components. The curves in Fig ure 2 were obtained assuming that ice 
flows toward the bed at 10 arid 100 mm a - I. Normal geothermal heating of a temperate 
glacier will by itself melt sufficient basal ice to induce a convergence of the ice and the bed of 
10 mm a - I; local ra tes several orders of magnitude la rger than this can be associa ted wi th 
sliding over small obstacles « 0.5 m ) on the glacier bed . 

5 
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Fig. 2. R elative importance oJ the buoyall t weight alld the viscous drag, which cOlltrol the effective contactJo rce betwemJrag l/le/lts 
and the bed. T he viscous-drag contribution is shown Jor two relatively low vallles oJ the basal melting-rate. The effective 
viscosity oJ the ice was taken to be 1 0; Pa a ( 1 bar a). 

No direct da ta a re available on ac tual fra!; ment- bed contact forces. T hey can, however , 
be estima ted from considera ti ons of the widths of striations which refl ect the size of the contac t 
a reas be tween rock frag m ents and the bed . The size of contact areas is in turn indica tive of the 
contac t fo rce because, d espi te the wear on the fragm ents, actual contac t is likely to be es ta b
lished only over sm a ll a reas just la rge enough to support the load and to resist crushing of the 
asperiti es. The contact force will , therefore, tend to be about equa l to the product of the 
crushing strength of the rock fragment a nd the area of contact. The widths of over a hundred 
stria tions were measured on specimens of Paleozoic limes tone from the vicinities of Green 
Bay, Wisconsin , U. S.A. and Atha basca Glacier, Alberta, Canada . The results, shown in 
Figure 3, sugges t that the majority of fragments were in light contac t with the bed . The 
wider stria tions a re one millimetre wide; this width corresponds to a con tact area of about 
Flao = I mm 2 and to a contact force of 10 2 ~ , using a crushing streng th representa tive of 
limes to nes : ao = 102 MPa (103 ba r ) (Handin, 1966, p . 273- 74). This force is sma ll but 
reasona ble as it is equivalent to the buoyant weight of a rock pa rticl e, wi th a radius of a bou t 
10 cm , immersed in ice. Deep erosiona l gouges and pa rti cularl y arcua te cracks on glaciated 
rock surfaces indica te much higher contact forces (Johnson, unpublished ) presuma bl y 
assoc ia ted with the motion of very la rge rock fragm ents. 
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Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of the widths of lOO striations on each of two limestone slabs from glaciated carbonate terrains. 
These reflect small areas of contact and, hence, relatively small contact forces between rock fragments and the glacier bed. 
The solid and dashed curves correspond respectively 10 samples from the vicinity l!f Green Bay, Wisconsin, U.S.A. alld of 
Athabasca Glacier, Alberta, Canada. 

The model is suitable for calculating the abrasion-rate at every point of an arbitrary 
surface of low roughness and could, therefore, be used to simulate glacial abrasion and its 
spatial variability; starting with an initial surface, its evolution under abrasion could be 
simulated. One would start by defining or measuring the initial topography, Fourier analyzing 
it, computing the abrasion-rate at every point, and then displacing each point to represent 
an episode of abrasion, finally iterating through time. 

An important motivation for modeling abrasion of rock surfaces is to understand better 
how the bed roughness changes when subjected to glacial erosion. This question is of parti
cular importance in the context of glacier sliding and it has recently been addressed by 
J ohnson and others (1976) on the basis of spectral power analyses of several profiles measured 
on former glacier beds. The rates at which bed forms of different sizes wear down through 
time, which control the evolution of the bed-roughness spectrum, can most readily be analyzed 
by simulating abrasion over simple sinusoids of different sizes. 

ABRASION OF SINUSOIDAL BEDS 

The velocity components tangent and normal to the bed, Ut and Vn respectively, are the 
main parameters needed in order to evaluate abrasion-rates. With a low-slope approximation 
(i.e. cos y = I and sin y ::::: tan y = dz/dx) and the bed surface described by z = a sin kox, 
we use the It and w velocity components of Nye ( 1969) to get 

f ak zk z 1 
Ut = U 1. l + k".zJf.+ ;oz exp (- koR)[R sin kox + a( 1 koR) cosZkox] f' (16) 

and 
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To obtain a velocity which is representative of the average velocity around the particles of 
radius R, the velocities were calculated for a height above the bed of <: = R. A numerical 
scheme was used to derive these velocities from which basis the contact force, the particle 
velocity, and finally the abrasion-rates were obtained. Figure 4 shows the computed abrasion
rates for different fragment sizes. The rate represents an average of rates calculated near the 
tops of the undulations, it is an intermediate value representative of the 'rate of abrasion of the 
entire surface. The abrasion coefficient Cl was taken to be on the order of 10- 10 Pa- I and 
n ;::;; I; these values were based on the preliminary results of rough experiments in which 
conical limestone samples striated saw-cut slabs of the same limestone, Because the model is 
limited to abrasion by sparse debris in the ba.sal ice, the concentration of fragments projecting 
from the glacier sole was chosen arbitrarily to be one per square meter. This is probably 
equivaleFlt to about one-tenth of the effective debris concentration at Glacier d' Argentiere, 
as deduced from an abrasion experiment that Boulton ([CI974] , p. 467) conducted there. An 
aluminum plate fixed to the bed under the g lacier, which is sliding at ;:::;250 m a- I, was 
traversed and deeply striated by about 15 fragment asperi ties over a width transverse to the 
flow direction of ;::;;60 mm during a 30 d period. With the possibility that some fragments 
may contact the bed simultaneously at as many as three asperities, it appears reasonable that 
about ten fragments actually traversed and contacted the aluminum plate. Assuming that 
the mean particle velocity is approximately equal to the sliding velocity, the flux of fragments 
and their concentration are 3 mm- I a- I and 10 m- Z respectively. 

The rate of abrasion at a point does not determine the rate at which bedforms change in 
shape through time as a result of abrasion. Rather, a comparison is needed between the 
abrasion-rates calculated at the crest and at the troughs of bed undulations. The damping 
coefficient D, defined as the crest rate minus the trough rate normalized with the amplitude 
of the bed undulatioI?- , is a useful measure bf the rate at which bed forms would disappear 
under abrasion. When D = 0 the abrasion is uniform, and the bed form is preserved; when 
D > 0 sustained abrasion wears down bed irregularities. As shown in Figure 5 , D decreases 
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Fig, 4. Dependetlce of the abrasion-rates on the effective radius of fragments and on the wavelength A of bed undulations. The 
fragment concentration was taken to be Me per square metre independent of size. No correction was made for the tendetlcy 
for small particles to be more numerous than larger ones. The ice velocity and effective viscosi~v were 100 m a - I arid 
105 Pa a (r bar a) . 
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with decreasing particle size and with increasing wavelength, except for very small particles 
and wavelengths. Hence, large rock fragments are most effective in wearing down bedrock 
bumps because the troughs suffer little wear. In fact, the rock fragments can be so large that 
they cannot make contact with the troughs, in which case only the crests will be abraded. 
The discontinuities in the damping curves (Fig. 5) are unrealistically abrupt. However, they 
do represent the transition between abrasion by large particles, which tends to be restricted 
to the crests of bed undulations of relatively short wavelengths, and abrasion by small particles, 
which can take place over the eritire surface of larger bed undulations. Dotted lines in 
Figure 5 were drawn to suggest how the damping actually varies with wavelength. 
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Fig. 5. The rate at which irregularities in the glacier bed are damped by abrasion, as a function of the radius of the particles 
and the wavelength of irregularities parallel to the ice flow direction. The dotted lines suggest how the damping actualfv 
varies in the wavelength range where the numerical model .vields an uTlrealistic discontinuity (see text ). Parameters used ill 
calculations are as indicated for Figure 4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This model yields interesting new insights into the abrasion process, its controls, and its 
spatial variability. The viscous drag, induced by ice flow towards the bed due to basal 
melting, is generally the dominant process forcing particles against the bed. The glacier 
thickness appears to have no influence on abrasion through its control of basal pressures 
because they do not affect the differences in stress at or near the fragment--'bed contact areas, 
yet it is these differences that control the rock deformation and fracture which are responsible 
for abrasion. For large particles (R > 0.5 m) the buoyant weight can contribute very signifi
cantly to the fragment-bed contact force. 

The absolute rates of glacial abrasion can only be estimated roughly because few appro
priate data are available to calculate abrasion coefficients and the concentration and size 
distribution of debris in basal ice. The spatial variability of abrasion can be calculated more 

. reliably; it is such that irregularities of the glacial bed would invariably tend to disappear 
under sustained abrasion. Irregularities that are relatively short in the direction of ice flow 
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tend to be particula rly vulnerable to abrasio n by large fragments (Fig. 5) ' The roughness of 
the glacier bed can only be maintained if other subglac ia l erosional processes effectively 
roughen the bed . The patterns of melting a nd freezing associated with regelation sliding are 
bound to a ffect greatly the paHerns of abrasion because the flow of ice towards the bed 
appears to be the primary control of the contact force a nd , hence, of the abrasion-rate. For 
rela tively low contact forces , abrasion oug ht to be stro ngest on surfaces facing up-glacier, 
particularly near thei r crest, and weakest along lee surfaces. This lead; to the characteristic 
truncation of bed obs tacles (Fig. 6) and to maximum a brasion near corners as observed b y 
Boulton ([CI974] )' Inasmuch as both the pa rticle- bed contact force and the force urging 
particles a long the bed result principally from viscous drag, the speed a t which particles will be 
dragged along the bed depends simply on the rela tive magnitude of the ice velocity components 
parallel and perpendicular to the bed. Assuming, for simpl ici ty, that the coefficient of rock
to-rock friction is abou t o ne , the force a long the bed on a particle would about equal the 
particle- bed contact force. This implies that the rela tive ve locity between the sliding ice a nd 
the rock ought to be approximately equal to the melting-rate. Therefore , particles ought to 
remain in m otion, entra ined in the ice, except when the sliding velocit y slows to a low value 
equal to the melting-rate (10 mm a- I) . This conclusion is not in accord with Boulton's 
([CI974], p . 52 ) suggestion that particles could lodge against a bed at sliding velocities up to 
100 m a - I. His results apparently stem from a considerable overestimate of the particle- bed 
contact force which he views as depending d ominan tly upon the "effective normal pressure" 
a round the fragments at the g lacier base. If particles start to lodge , they would effectively 
increase the roughness of the glacier bed , thereby inducing continued lodgement. Deposition 
of lodgement till may, therefore, represent a fairly short-lived event when sliding velocity 
slows to rates equivalent to the mean basal melting-rate, perha ps as in the waning phase of a 
glaciation. 

On the la rger scale, in areas where the geo thermal hea t flow or frictiona l heating are high 
or where the ice is extending, both the con tact forces a nd the particle concentrations would 
tend to be rela tively high. For a given mean pa rticle velocity, abrasion ought to be relatively 
rapid in these areas . On intuitive grounds, Lliboutry (1975) suggests that over-deepenings 
characteristi c of glacier valleys a re due to erosion by ice heavily laden with debris in these 
areas. However , if the debris concentration becomes too hig h in the basal ice, the sliding would 
be impeded and the flux of particles against the bed would be decreased , thereby slowing 

Fig. 6. A heavily abraded surface truncates a more steeply-inclined lee surface. .Note contrasting abrasion character across the 
distinct break in slope. Abrasion is most pronounced where basal meltillg is fas test. Former ice flow directioll is indicated 
by a 30 cm ruler. 
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abrasion. Accordingly, rela tively high sliding velocities as w ell as high debris content must be 
responsible for continued excavation of valley over-deepenings . It is stressed tha t the grea ter 
ice thickness in these areas would not favor lodgement of d ebris against the bed nor inhibit 
active abrasion there. 

This ana lysis has been furth er developed to examine the interesting interdependence of the 
sliding velocity, the concentra tion of fragm ents projecting from the glacie r sole , and the 
abrasion-ra tes. The resista nce to glacier sliding induced by rock fragments pe r unit a rea of the 
bed is simply the produc t of the fri ctiona l resistance of one fragment moving against the bed 
J1-F and the surface concentra ti on of pa rticl es in the basa l ice Cr. Even fo r low d ebris concentra 
tions, this rock-to-rock fri c tiona l resista nce is significan t comp a red to the normal ra nge of shear 
stress a t the base of tempera te glaciers. T hese res ult s will be presented in a subsequent pa pe r. 
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